SOUTH DAKOTA SWIMMING WARM-UP PROCEDURES
8.1

The Meet Marshall and Meet Referee (or their special designees) shall monitor and enforce
warm-up procedures.

8.2

No team or unattached swimmer may warm-up unless supervised by a USA swimming member
coach. Coaches and supervisors shall maintain verbal and visual contact with their swimmers
throughout warm-ups.

8.3

Every reasonable effort shall be made to equalize swimmers/lane during warm-ups.
must warm-up at the assigned time.

8.4

General Warm-ups:
(1)
There will be no diving in lanes marked "general warm-up". Any swimmer who dives in
during general warm-ups will be scratched automatically from his/her first individual
event of the session.
(2)
Warm-ups should last a minimum of 45 minutes, unless the Meet Referee determines that
a shorter period is necessary to compensate for delays due to weather, equipment/power
failure, or emergencies.
(3)
Feet-first, seated slip-in entries to be used and allowed from either end of the competition
pool only, except in designated lanes and times. Lanes will be circle swimming unless
designated "starts". Start lanes will be clearly marked by removal of orange cone at start
end of pool. No circle swimming will be allowed in lanes marked as "starts".

8.5

Starts (Specific Warm-ups):
(1)
Starts will be allowed by the Meet Marshall once the lane has been safely designated a
"start" lane.
(2)
Any swimmer who dives in one of the lanes that is not marked as a "start" lane will be
scratched from his/her first individual event of the session.
(3)
Diving and backstroke starts will be allowed from the starting end of all lanes once the
lane has been designated as a "start" lane. In the case of backstroke starts, no swimmer
shall be on the starting block until the backstroker has completed his/her start. Swimmers
in the inside lanes shall complete on length and walk back to the starting end.
(4)
Relay take-offs - During the LSC Championship Meets, the Referee may permit a 5minute relay take-off practice period, during which the take-off lanes shall be clearly
designated and shall be used for nothing other than relay take-off practice at the starting
end of the pool. Coaches shall insure that there are no swimmers in the lane other than
those involved in the particular relay take-off practice.
(5)
There shall be one start end during warm-ups.

8.6

Mid-Meet Warm-ups/Cool-downs:
(1)
Swimmers must be supervised by a USA Swimming member Coach.
(2)
There will be no diving.
(3)
Circle swimming only.
(4)
Coaches will determine which of their swimmers may participate in these sessions
regardless of age group.
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